Product & Services Line Card

Fluid Distribution and Control  more info
- Award winning authorized distributor for the full line of Burger & Brown Engineering products including SMARTFLOW® Water Manifolds, Flowmeters, Regulators and Controllers.
- NEW Linked X Valve provides a single lever to operate both mold cooling supply and return lines valves. For Plastixs stainless steel compact manifolds and SMARTFLOW® aluminum manifolds.

Processing, Cleaning & Maintenance  more info
- Slide Bulk and Aerosol products for plastic molding, tooling and industrial applications. Mold releases, cleaners, lubricants, purging compounds and mold preservatives. Plastixs is a Plastixs® Products Platinum Stocking Distributor.

Hose, Tubing and Accessories  more info
- Kuriyama of America, Inc. quality industrial hose and accessories including Tigerflex PVC and Urethane lined material conveying hose, couplings and clamps. FDA approved hose with or without grounding wires. Kuri Tec NSF hose and tubing from 1/8” diameter. Industrial rubber hose for a wide range of applications.
- Norres Industrial Hoses and Hose Systems, established in 1889, is a global player and a leading manufacturer of industrial hoses, hose systems and other innovative, high-performance plastic products.

Parts, Handling & Containment  more info
- The original Mold Shield™, Mold Chutes and Skirts for containing injection molded parts.
- Plastixs Drum Covers with one and two ports and many sizes and styles of Gaylord Covers in stock.

Molding & Tooling Components  more info
- The Airtect plastic leak alarm system is a unique device which gives protection against plastic leak damage, either within a hot runner mold or at the machine injection nozzle.
- Plastixs full line of Ejector Pins are stocked for fast delivery.
- PLX Date Code Inserts designed for trouble-free indexing.
- SMARTFLOW® FastTie Ejector Couplers and Swap Valve Water Purge Systems.
- Ionix Static Eliminator reliable and safe automatic operation in both standard and high pressure models.
- SMARTFLOW® Mold Protective Limit Switches providing dependable position indication and protection for valuable injection molds.

Water and Oil Filtration  more info
- Magnom™ Clear 5 and Clear 10 Magnetic Water Filters will protect molds and machinery from rust and contamination.
- Triple R Oil Cleaner a leader in hydraulic oil filtration specializing in the plastic injection molding industry.

Hot Runner Cables and Connectors  more info
- EPIC Rectangular Industrial Connectors HBE, HA, HD and HBS Series rectangular connector housings and inserts for hot runner, automation and machinery applications.
- PowerTECH Junction Boxes and control cables for Hot Runner Molds. 5-128 zones per Junction Box. Junction Boxes are pre-wired with terminal strips and include connectors.

Pneumatic Conveying  more info
- Material handling system components including aluminum and stainless steel tubing, pipe elbows, and couplings. Featuring the full line of Morris Coupling products.
- Rechner Sensors is a specialist in capacitive sensing technology for automation, level control and quality control applications.

Heat Transfer Fluids  more info
- Paratherm Heat Transfer Fluids for high temperature applications. Non-fouling, oxidation resistant, non-toxic, thermally stable, multi-component fluids.

Water Fittings and Valves  more info
- Plastixs Quick Connect Water Couplers featuring Series “SC” Security Couplers with locking collar. Interchangeable with all series 200, 300 and 500 connectors.

Industrial Insulation/Heating Products  more info
- UniTherm Insulation Systems offers high temperature insulation solutions proven to lower your energy bills, increase product efficiency, protects your employees, and lower ambient air temperatures.
- Thermal Corporation band and strip heaters, cartridge heaters, and RTD probes and sensors. Same day or next day shipment for standard and special configurations.

High Temperature Products  more info
- HiTemp™ Water Manifold Systems designed for high temperature water applications. All stainless construction supports temperatures to 400°F, 1000 psi
- HiTemp™ Oil Manifold Systems designed for high temperature oil applications. Supports temperatures to 550°F
- HiTemp™ Hose and hose and hose assemblies. EPDM for water up to 265°F, PTFE and Stainless Steel fabricated hose assemblies for water and oil application up to 550°F.

Plastixs Integrated Solutions  more info
- Custom Manifold and Hose Assemblies fully configurable with a range of standard and customized options for optimal fluid distribution and management.

www.plastixs.com